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A.T. WALL APPOINTS CHRIS TIEFANTHALER AS EUROPEAN
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Electrical engineer has strong semiconductor and telecommunications experience
WARWICK, RI - A.T. Wall Company, a world-class supplier of superior precision tubing and
fabricated metal components, announces that Chris Tiefanthaler of AlphaRep has been appointed
A.T. Wall’s European sales representative. Mr. Tiefanthaler is an electrical engineer with more
than 30 years of board and system design and sales experience. He is expected to serve A.T.
Wall’s growing customer base in Europe, including France,
Germany, Switzerland, and Austria.
Fluent in German, French and English, Mr. Tiefanthaler has
significant sales and management experience with major original
equipment manufacturers in the semiconductor and
telecommunications markets. He has a Master’s Degree in Electronic
Engineering and has worked in a variety of senior sales management
positions.
AlphaRep is a nonstocking representative of leading manufacturers
of semiconductor devices. The company is known for its excellent
market knowledge in the wireless, programmable logic, and data
acquisition sectors.
In addition to sales representation, A.T. Wall will be opening a European warehouse facility in
January 2011 Staffed by international freight and transportation logistics specialists Triple
Logistics and Oceanair, the warehouse will stock a variety of waveguide, reducing transportation
costs and delivery times.

About A.T. Wall Company
Founded in 1886, A.T. Wall Company is a part of the ATW Companies and is a world leader in
the production of seamless cold drawn specialty tubing and metal stampings that include drawn
and coined products. A.T. Wall’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facility, located in Warwick,
Rhode Island, serves the needs of customers throughout the world in a variety of industries,
including: Aerospace, Electronics, Telecommunications and Medical.
The company provides rapid turnaround on the design and manufacture of specialty items for
which mill numbers are not required. For more information on A.T.Wall, visit www.atwall.com ,
call 401-739-0740 or write dparker@ATWall.com.
About ATW Companies
Headquartered in Warwick, RI, ATW Companies is a provider of highly engineered metal
solutions to the metal component marketplace, servicing customers worldwide. The company

runs state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities located in California, Pennsylvania, and Rhode
Island and offers global sales and support. ATW provides a wide range of fabrication
technologies to meet the exacting requirements of industries and diverse technologies for the
most critical applications. The company’s motto is “Be the Best…Do it Right,” and they strive to
live by this commitment to quality, reliability, innovation, and integrity by continuously adding
value to their products and services.
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